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Introduction
There are few things in the world that American black men daydream about more than a contract to play
basketball for an NBA team. One of those few things is the tight white ass of some little rich bitch
shaking it in their face and begging to have it dunked on!

Adult Review
The BigBoobPass network is at it again with the release of Butts And Blacks! This sexy website is an attempt to 'round out'
the collection of sites they offer (pun intended) by including some excellent ass materials along with the huge list of breast
focused Included Sites listed on the right side of this review.
  
  With 63 exclusive updates already available and more being added every week, Butts And Blacks promises to quickly
become one of the best places to find well hung homeboyz banging out the bungholes of beautiful white babes! The videos
are available in a variety of formats with maximum definition being 640x480 which looks excellent even when viewed full
screen!
  
  Butts And Blacks also has plenty of pictures for you to flip through and allows you to signup with either a limited trial 2
days for $2.95 pass or the full access network monthly pass for just $24.95 which is about five bucks a month cheaper than
most other competitive sex sites.
  
  The Tongue strongly suggests you go with the full access monthly option because it lets you download from their entire
network. While Butts And Blacks has plenty to keep your cock busy all on its own, the total network package means 100s of
hours of video featuring all the hottest honeys getting their big tits and beautiful asses boned for your enjoyment!
  
  One of the best parts of the Butts And Blacks membership is the user interface of their websites. Finding other scenes
starring the same model, even on other sites in the network, only takes a click or two and finding the exactly smut you want
to see is always easy to do.
  
  Best of all, Butts And Blacks has a well designed tour that does a great job of showing you what you can expect if you join
as a member. The members area does a good job of living up to what the tour promises. So, take the tour for free and see
what they are offering, if you like it... be sure to signup to watch Butts And Blacks!

Porn Summary
The sex on Butts And Blacks is really intense, the network access is excellent and they really do round up some top pornstars
to have their asses nailed by big-dick black men. Checkout the tour and see what all the excitement is about on Butts And
Blacks

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Well hung black dudes get their dreams come true!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 83 Interface: 89
Support: 87 Unique: 78    Taste: 79        Final: 84

Porn Sites Included
Brazzers Pass (94) ,Big Tits At School (91) ,Racks And Blacks (90) ,Big Wet Butts (89) ,Doctor Adventures (89) ,Hot Chicks
Big Asses (86) ,Sex Pro Adventures (86) ,MILFs Like It Big (85) ,BustyZ (Preview) ,Asses In Public (Preview) ,Mommy Got
Boobs (Preview) ,Big Tits At Work (Preview) ,Busty And Real (Preview) ,Jizz On My Jugs (Preview) ,Jug Fuckers (Preview) 
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Porn Niches
Amateur, Anal, Exclusive, Interracial, PornStars, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: 2 Days for $2.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 63
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